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Abstraet. Detailed measurements are presented of the field and temperature dependent AC 
susceptibility of a number of FeZr metallic glasses. By following the behaviour of the 
'cross-o\'er' line, the presence of a paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition below room 
temperature in thissystem isconfirmed; the asymptoticexponent valuescharacteriring this 
transition display near Heisenberg-like values (for the index S. measurements extend to 
much lower fields than previous studies), although complications arising from anisotropy 
(most probably spin-orbit coupling) are also revealed. For the first time. the leading term in 
the non-linear response isshown todisplay a distinct anomaly at lowtemperatures. Although 
not divergent (as in Ising model predictions) the temperature at which this anomaly occurs 
in the Sat.% ZT sample agrees with the transverse spin-freezing temperature estimated 
recently from in-field Mossbauer measurements. While detailed realisiic three-dimensional 
model predictions describing sequential phase transitions in systems with competing 
exchange interactions are currently unavailable, the present data, nevertheless. support the 
possibility of a second 're-entrant'transition in this system. 

I. Introduction 

The magnetic properties of glassy Fe,Zr,_, alloys with x > 0.85 have been the focus of 
much interest and controversy during the past decade [l]. The measured magnetic 
ordering temperatures T, of these magnetic glasses is depressed rapidly with increasing 
Fe concentration to temperatures below room temperature at a rate dTJ& = -25 K/ 
at.% [l, 21. Furthermore, there have been substantial differences in the nature of the 
spin ordering attributed to this system in the vicinity of i", as this latter temperature 
falls [3-51. Recent AC susceptibility and magnetization studies [3,4] have, however, 
demonstrated conclusively that the asymptotic static critical exponents characterizing 
the transition at T, are consistent with ferromagnetic ordering, since these measured 
asymptotic exponents are close in value to those calculated for the isotropic three- 
dimensional Heisenberg model ( y  = 1.386, /3 = 0.365,6 = 4.80) [6]. Nevertheless the 
effective Kouvel-Fisher susceptibility exponent [7] exhibits a non-monotonic tem- 
perature variation above T, [8] (a feature that appears to be characteristic of many 
disordered systems), which leads to large apparent values for this exponent if the latter 
is averaged over data acquired outside the true asymptotic critical region. 

Incontrast with the behaviour inferred from the asymptoticcriticalexponents, other 
measurements have been interpreted as indicating that simple ferromagnetic ordering 
does not occur at T,. Specifically it has been argued [l] that the failure of the high-field 
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magnetization to saturate indicates a substantial non-collinear spin component below 
T,, a suggestion that has received support from small angle neutron scattering (SANS) 
which revealed a non-divergence in the correlation length &T) at the transition tem- 
perature [9]. More recently however, some confusion has been raised over precisely 
what correlation length is determined by such measurements [4]. 

The suggestion that Fe,Zr,-, ( x  >~ 0.9) metallicglasseswere not simple ferromagnets 
was made almost a decade ago [lo]; in addition to the transition at T, the magnetic 
properties of these glasses in this composition range appears to be further complicated 
by the possibility of a second magnetic transition at temperatures below T,. While the 
appearance of irreversibilities [lo] and peaks 1111 in the low-field magnetic response, 
along with a field induced anisotropy [E] and anomalies revealed by Mossbauer [13] 
and SANS measurements [9,4] support such a suggestion, the nature of this proposed 
second transition remains controversial. Opinions vary currently from its being a re- 
entrant ferromagnetic-spin glass transition [3. 14, 151 to its resulting simply from the 
effects of a strong temperature-dependent magnetic coercivity [16,17]. 

Strong experimental support for the former view has been obtained from recent 
Mossbauer measurements in the presence of considerable applied fields [?I. These 
measurements have been interpreted as indicating a steady growth of frozen spin com- 
ponents in a plane perpendicular to the applied field direction (despite the obvious 
presence of such a field) as the temperature is lowered below some characteristic 
temperature T, < T,. The coexistence of longitudinal ferromagnetic ordering (first 
established at T,) with transverse spin-glass freezing below TIy has led to comparisons 
of the proposed phase-diagram for a-FeZr with that predicted for infinite ranged vector 
models for magnetic systems with competing exchange interactions [IS]. However, it 
should be pointed out that while these recent Mossbauer data provide strong evidence 
for the presence of transverse spin freezing, they do nor indicate that this process is 
spontaneous in the sense associated with a genuine thermodynamic phase transition, as 
vector modcls predict [MI. 

In this paper we present detailed measurements of the AC susceptibility of several 
a-FeZr samples in varying static biasing fields at temperatures around both potential 
transitions. These data enable detailed comparisons to be made between the observed 
magnetic response of these systems and that predicted by an effective field model in 
which both upper and lower transitions are true thermodynamic transitions (although 
of different order) [19]. These results and comparisons are discussed below. 

2. Experimental details 

Alloys of Fe,Zr,-, (x  = 0.89,0.90,0.91 and 0.92) were fabricated at McGill University 
from99.99%pureFeand99.95%pure Zrbyarc-melting under titanium-getteredargon. 
Amorphous ribbons up to 1 m long, 1-2 mm wide and 10-20 pm thick were produced 
subsequently by melt spinning under high-purity helium using a copper wheel with 
a tangential speed of 50 m SKI. Sample quality was verified by differential scanning 
calorimetry and x-ray diffraction [l, 201; in particular, since the (110) and (200) Lu-Fe 
reflections[21]couldnot bedetectedfromeithersurfaceof the ribbon,crystallinephases 
(if present there at all) were below the -1% level of detection characteristic of this 
technique. Room temperature Mossbauerspectra suggest that thislevel isactually below 
0.1% [22]. Furthermore, similarly produced samples subjected to analysis by electron 
beam microprobe displayed homogenei ty4n a 1 pm scale-within the instrumental 
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resolution (0.2%) both along and across the sample [20]. In spite of the results of these 
tests, the abrasion of the ribbon's surface layer to remove possible inhomogeneities 
there was considered. Mechanical abrasion was ruled out on both practical grounds (i.e. 
the mechanical integrity of ribbons of this thickness) and because it was felt that such a 
process might result in  a significant increase in domain wall pinning (some theories of 
apparent re-entrant behaviour suggest an origin due to pinning/anisotropy mechan- 
isms). A piece of the 9 at.% Zr sample was etched using in acid solution; however, since 
this led to an increase in the Curie temperature accompanied by a decrease in the 
coercivity, it was concluded that the principal effect ofsuch a treatment was to introduce 
hydrogen, as in FeSc [23], with marked associated changes. Consequently, the in- 
phase component of the susceptibility of as-spun samples of approximate dimensions 
(16 x 1 x 0.02) mm3 (with rounded corners) was recorded conrinuously using a phase- 
locked susceptometer 1241 operating at 2.4 kHz with a calculated driving field of 5 pT 
RMS (applied along the largest specimen dimension). Static biasing fields (Ma) between 
0 and 0.1 T could be applied using a collinearly mounted solenoid. The sample tem- 
perature was measured using a Au + 0.03 at.% Fe versus Chrome1 P thermocouple 
screened from the applied field but in good thermal contact with the sample. 

Measurements in apFlied fields of less than 1-2 mT were carried out on a single strip 
with the above dimensions; however, since the susceptibility is rapidly suppressed by 
a field (particularly near T J ,  measurements at higher fields were made on bundles of 
such strips (electrically insulated from each other, but in good thermal contact) to 
increase the sample signal. These strips were cut from various sections of the melt-spun 
ribbon, and since no change could be detected in the measured susceptibility from single 
and multiple strips at the indicated fields (within experimental uncertainty, estimated 
undertheaboveconditionst to beapproximately0.1-0.3%), themagnetichomogeneity 
of the strips appears to be very good. Effects of aging were also investigated to a 
limited extent; the zero-field susceptibility was measured before and after the series 
of measurements in applied fields (an interval of one to three weeks, depending on the 
sample) and no change in its value at T, was found (to within the limits set on this 
temperature-see table 1). This result leads us to state with some confidence that since 
the present samples were melt spun some two weeks prior to the beginning of the 
susceptibility measurements reported below, from the same ingots used to prepare 
amorphous specimens for recent Mossbauer studies [l], comparisons with these latter 
data are meaningful. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Background survey 

Before presenting the results and their analysis, a review of the model predictions with 
which they will be compared is appropriate. 

The occurrence of magnetic phase transitions in systems with competing exchange 
interactions has been a subject of extensive recent debate [25].  If these competing 

t While relative susceptibility valuescan be determined with high precision (-1 in lo3), absolute values can, 
in general, be in error by up to 5 or even 1070, due primarily to filling factor and demagnetization correction 
uncertainties. However, in the present experiments by making samples not only with the same dimensions 
but with dimensions that mioimize demagnetizing constraints (see section 3.2), the level of reproducibility 
indicated can be  achieved. 
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interactions are represented by a Gaussian distribution with first and second moment 
joand?respectively, then the consensusof current experiments indicates that in systems 
with j o  9 J a ferromagnetic ground state evolves below a critical temperature T, Jo, 
and in the vicinity ofthis temperature the entire magnetic response can be expressed in 
the form of a scaling function [26] 

X(h, f) = f-YF(h/fY'o) (1) 
where h = gpBH,/kBT,  and f = IT - T,I/T, are the conventional linear scaling fields, 
whiley,band6( = 1 + y/P,ifth$ Widomequalityholds)aretheusualcriticalexponents. 
In the opposite limit, 0 C .f, Q J, a phase transition still occurs at temperature Tsg = j ,  
but here the transition is to a ground state with randomly frozen spins, so that the 
'spontaneous' magnetization m = (S,)& = 0 while q = ((S,};), # 0. The order par- 
ameter q does not couple to the linear response, so that above Tsg the non-linear 
components of the susceptibility alone follow a scaling behaviour 127,281, 

with h = g p B H , / k B  Tsg and f = ( T  - Tsg)/T,.,Numerous experiments confirm the pre- 
dicted divergence in the coefficients of the h-,  h J  etc. terms in the non-linear response 
as the temperature approaches Tsg from above [27-301. Furthermore, some experiments 
[2&30] also support the suggestion that crystalline metallic spin-glasses might belong in 
the same universality class (independent of the precise details of their exchange bond 
distribution). However, the situation occurring below Trg is less certain at present. The 
many [25] (but not unanimous [31]) claims that the replica symmetric solutions of 
the Sherrington-KirkpatnckiIsing model spin-glass (or its effective field equivalent) 
become unstable below Txg have led to the replacement of these solutions by the 
apparently 'exact' Parisi solution [32]. The latter, however, exhibits no singular behav- 
iour below Trg. in direct contradictionof several experimental investigations. By contrast 
effective field models are in substantial agreement with experimentalobservations [27- 
301, in predicting not only nearly symmetric critical behaviour above and below T, 
[33], but also in reproducing the relative range of dominance of various non-linear 
components inXNLas a function oftemperature, field and bond ratio (7 = Jo/j) [33], as 
well as reproducing the measured field dependence of the susceptibility peak amplitude 
[34,35] as these peaks move progressively below T, with increasing fieldt. 

The above remarks are particularly relevant in the context of the present experi- 
ments. When the exchange bond ratio is intermediate between the limits discussed 
above, specifically 1 C T0/J < 2 ,  vector models predict that the paramagnetic to ferro- 
magnetic transition (involving the longitudinal spin components. so that'm,, # O,q(, # 0; 
m, = 0, q 1  = 0) at T, = Yo is accompanied by at least one further transition at lower 
temperature (T,) corresponding to the spin-glass like freezing of transverse spin com- 
ponents (so that m1 = 0, q 1  # 0) [MI. Such a sequence is frequently identified through 
susceptibility measurements, which display a rapid increase with decreasing temperature 
as the ferromagnetic phase boundary is approached from above, followed by an inter- 
mediate plateau-like regime (which may or may not exhibit a weak temperature depen- 
dence, but is not limited by demagnetizing constraints); at still lower temperatures the 

t The Parisi solution appears to reproduce the behaviour of the field-cooled magnetization alone. By contrast 
the reversible response (down lo frequenciesaslow as lO-'Hz) behdvesquile differenlly, following effective 
field/sK model predictions. 
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Figure 1. The true, in-phase component of the 
zerofieldsusceptibility,y,(O, T)inJ T-'kg-')(mr- 
rected for demagnetiringand backgroundeffects) 
plotted against temperature for (a) the Fe-8 
at.% Zr sample, (b) the Fe-9at.% Zr sample. 
T ,  marks the transverse spin-freezing tempera- 
ture derived from Massbauer data [Z]. 

susceptibility exhibits an abrupt decrease, a feature which is often identified with entry 
into the transverse spin-glass state. Such a sequence has been observed in FeZr in 
the composition range studied here [3, 11, 361. While specific predictions-based on 
equation ( l ) -exis t  and have been utilized in investigating the upper transition at T, in 
detail, the behaviour expected near the lower 're-entrant' transition is not well estab- 
lished at present. As in the direct paramagnetic spin glass transition, replica symmetry 
is broken at Try, and while no Parisi-like solution exists for this ground state in vector 
models, it is, nevertheless, a widely held belief that the replica symmetric solutions are 
again unstable below the lower transition line. This belief persists in spite of the inability 
ofcurrent broken-symmetry models to reproduce the double-peaked structure observed 
in the temperature-dependent reversible response of a number of re-entrant systems 
measured in fixed biasing fields. This feature is present in effective field models, which 
can mimic measurements which show that these two peaks are driven apart in tem- 
perature and suppressed in amplitude (the upper peak amplitude more rapidly than the 
lower one) as the applied field increases 1191. In particular effective field king models 
predict a divergence in the non-linear susceptibility as Txy is approached from below 
in re-entrant systems, this divergence being similar to the one occurring at a direct 
paramagnetic spin glass transition as T3g is approached from above [19,33]. These 
effective field model predictions are by far the most successful in reproducing many of 
the features measured recently [37] in the archetypal crystalline re-entrant system 
(PdFe)Mn, and consequently they form the basis of the analysis carried out below. 

3.2. Zero field susceptibiliiy: general features 

Figures l ( a )  and l(6) reproduce the in-phase component of the zero-field susceptibility 
of the 8 and 9 at.% Zr samples as a function of temperature. These data represent the 
'true' susceptibility of these systems, i.e., 

in whichxm(Ha, T )  = dM/aHa is the measuredsusceptibility, Hi the internal and Ha the 
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appliedfield,related by Hi = H a  - NM.  Thesezero-fieldmeasurementswerecarriedout 
on asingle strip of material (with roundedcorners) withpreviouslyspecified dimensions. 
The demagnetizing factor N for each sample was estimated by approximating it by 
an ellipsoid with principal axes equal to the sample dimensions and evaluating the 
corresponding elliptic integral [38]. While such a procedure sets an upper limit on N 
[39,40] of =0.023 X (w,hen xm(Ha, T )  is the susceptibility per unit mass), the 
correction for demagnetizing effects through equation (3) does not exceed 9% at any 
temperature for any sample studied here. 

The zero-field susceptibili ty curves in figures l ( a )  and 1 ( b )  exhibit featureswhich have 
previously been identified as signifying re-entrant behaviour associated with sequential 
transitions. On cooling, the zero-field AC susceptibility x,(O,T) increases rapidly with 
decreasing temperature as the Curie temperature T, is approached from above, ~ ~ ( 0 ,  T )  
passes through a maximum (the Hopkinson peak) just below T,, and then falls rapidly 
towards a plateau region; the latter terminate at a diffuse knee (at To), below which 
the susceptibility falls again. With increasing Zr content, T, moves upward and To 
downward, while ~ ~ ( 0 ,  To) falls. On the basis of these features the regions T> T,, 
T, > T > TD and To > T have been respectively designated previously as 'paramag- 
netic', 'ferromagnetic' and 're-entrant spin-glass'. 

Direct comparisons between the present data and those reported previously on 
samples of comparable nominal composition are difficult for a variety of reasons. 
Measured susceptibilities xm (rather than true susceptibilities x,) have been presented 
as a function of temperature either in units of the inverse demagnetizing factor N-'  but 
with insufficient information supplied to calculate N [3], or in arbitrary units on samples 
of specified dimensions [41]. In the former [3] i t  is then unclear whether the apparent 
divergence in the true susceptibility X, is an artifact of using a sample with too large a 
demagnetizing factor (as demonstrated recently for NiMn [42]), while in the latter case 
[41] the inference is made that the measured susceptibility actually exceeds the limit set 
by demagnetizing constraints just below T,. A divergent, true susceptibility is nor 
observed in the current measurements. Notwithstanding such uncertainties, the tem- 
peratures of both the Hopkinson peak and the low temperature knee (identified in 131 as 
the temperature below which the measured susceptibility falls from its demagnetization 
limited plateau) are in reasonable agreement between different studies on nominally 
comparably concentrated samples. Furthermore such agreement holds despite the use 
of AC driving fields of considerably different amplitude (0.5 p T  in [3] and [41] compared 
to 5 pT here, for which differing driving frequencies do not appear to be significant [3, 
411) provided this amplitude is not too large. Driving fields above 10pT can distort the 
zero field response significantly by progressively depressing the temperature at which 
theHopkinson peakoccurs[ 1ll;indeedat 0.4 mTthe measuredsusceptibility just below 
T, becomes nearly an order of magnitude less than that near T, [36], although whether 
this is accomplished via a suppression of the response near T, or an enhancement near 
To is unclear (the susceptibility being presented in arbitrary units). 

One further comparison that can be made is with recent Mossbauer measurements 
which were interpreted as indicating transverse spin-freezing at T, = 76 * 3 K which, 
as shown in figure l(a), is quite close to the diffuse knee (at TD) as measured on a sample 
taken from the same batch. 

3.3. The ferromagnetic tramifion 
While the ferromagnetic nature of the upper transition in potentially re-entrant FeZr 
has been demonstrated previously [3,4,8], it is nevertheless important to confirm that 
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FigureZ. @)The true susceptibilityx,(H,,T) (in J T-’ kg-‘) ofthe9 at.% Zrspecimen plotted 
as a iunction of temperature in the vicinity of the Curie temperature; various static biasing 
fields p a ,  (in mT) are indicated alongside the appropriate curve. The broken curve rep- 
resentsthecross-overline. (b)Thecorrerpondingsusceptibility(inarbitraryunits)calculated 
from an effective field model 1431 using q = I ,  1 for various reduced fieldsh (see text) shown 
against each curve. 

it occurs in the samples examined in the current study. Furthermore, the present 
measurements exploit an unconventional approach by following the field dependence 
of a cross-over line above T,; specifically, this enables estimates for the exponent 6 to 
be obtained from much lower field data than those reported previously. while also 
revealing the presence of spin-orbit induced anisotropy. 

Figure 2(a) reproduces a representative set of measurements of ,yr(H,, T )  taken in 
constant applied field H ,  (‘isokaps’) as a function of temperature in the vicinity of the 
ferromagnetic ordering temperature T, (i.e. just above the Hopkinson peak). The 
application of an external field results in the suppression of the Hopkinson maximum, 
thus facilitating the observation of true critical peaks. These latter peaks can be seen to  
be decreased in amplitude while their location (at temperature T,) moves upward as 
the field increases. This behaviour is in agreement with the static scaling law-quation 
(1)-which predicts the occurrence of a cross-over line aboue T, (a line evident in 
figure 2, along which (ax/dT),  = 0) which moves upwards with increasing field accord- 
ing to [43-45] 

t, = (r, - T ~ ) / T ~  C( ~ f y + o ) - ’  

x ~ ( H , ,  r,) C( H ; ” ~ ) - I .  (5) 

(4) 

with the decreasing magnitude of the peak susceptibility x,(H,, T,) being governed by 

The power law relationships contained in equations (4) and (5) have been verified not 
only by calculations basedon specific models [46,47] (figure 2(b) showsmodel-generated 
data for comparison) but also by experiments on a number of systems (see, for example, 
[48]) in which they have also been used to extract estimates for the critical temperature 
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Figure 3. The peak susceptibility 
x , ( H , ,  7,) (in IT-' kg-') (i.e. measured 
along the cross-over line) plotred on a 
double logarithmic scale against the 
internal field p J i  (in mT). The slopes of 
these lines yield the 6-valuesshown in fable 
I, The aromic percentage of Zr is marked 
against each line; the vertical =ale applies 
to the Bat.% Zr specimen, as the other 
lines have been shifted (for~clarity). The 
appropriate intercepts (in Icg-') al 
p a ,  = 1 mT are: 0.41 x lo1 (9 at.%), 
0 3 3 X ~ l O '  (loat.%) and 0.31 x 10' 
( I 1  at.%). 

T, and thc exponents y. /3 and 6. Such peaks have been observed previously in FeZr 
[ll], but this is the first occasion on which they have been subjected to critical analysis. 

3.3.1. Theexponenr 6. The advantage of usingequation ( 5 )  to evaluate the exponent 6 
rather than measurements taken along the critical isotherm ( T  = T,; t = 0) is that it does 
not rely in any way on the choice for T,. Its use might, however, suffer a possible 
drawback, also common to data acquired along the critical isotherm, in that it assumes 
that the measured response is completely dominated by that component arising from 
critical fluctuations; this assumption is discussed below. 

Figure 3 shows double logarithmic plots of the susceptibility at the peak taken from 
figure 2 (corrected for both demagnetizing effects and background signals) against the 
internal field Hi. The latter was estimated numerically from 

Hi = H a  - N xt dH, = H, - N foH* ,ym dH, loHi (6)  

using trapezoidal rule integration of experimental data. This figure confirms that the 
power-law prediction-equation (+is obeyed over the field range shown (p&ZH, = 
1.5-15 mT) with a unique slope (and hence 6 value) in the four samples examined (with 
thepossibleexceptionof the 11 at.% Zrspecimen); thewrresponding Svaluesarelisted 
in table 1. Several aspects of these data warrant comment. 

(i) The tabulated 6 values are in excellent agreement with those reported previously 
from measurements along the critical isotherm on a number of samples with comparable 
composition (reviewed in [4]); they are also close to the value of b = 4.80 predicted for 
the isotropic 3D Heisenberg model [6].  It should be emphasized, however, that exponent 
values should be estimated, where possible, from asymptotic low field or low (reduced) 
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Table 1. Summary of parameters deduced from the AC susceptibility data on FeZr. 

Coercive field p a ,  (mT)* 
Sample 
(at.%Zr) T,(K) Is ( y t p ) :  77K 4.2K 1.6K 

8 181.9 t 0.5 5.15 t 0.1 1.75 0.2 >10 >IO 
9 200.2? 0.5 4.85 ? 0.15 1.75 0.05 5 7 

10 237.3 2 0.5 4.55 ? 0.15 1.75 0.2 2 3 
1 1  247.0 2 0.5 4.5 t 0.15 1.75 0.2 1 1.5 

t As discussed in the text, these data are comisrenr with Heisenberg model values ( y  = 
1.386, p = 0.365). + Estimated from the splitting in the 'butterfly' loops. following cycling to 240 mT, esti- 
mated uncertainty -10%. 

temperature data, a point which has been stressed recently for the susceptibility exponent 
y in particular [3,8,49]. In this respect the present estimates should be the most reliable 
since they were obtained not only from data acquired at much lower fields (1.5-15 mT) 
than those used previously (15 mT-2.2T, or higher, see [4] for example), but they 
are also independent of the choice for T, (which can also influence estimates for this ex- 
ponent [4]). 

(ii) While the data on FeZr presented in figure 3 extend to much lower fields than 
previous studies of this systemt, the resolution of these critical peaks still requires fields 
in excess of 1.5 mT, which is an order of magnitude larger than those needed to resolve 
similar structure in magnetically soft materials, such as PdMn [43,50] and (PdFe)Mn 
(371. These latter systems represent examples of materials with a relatively low net 
moment in which the regular or non-criticalcontribution to themeasured response (due 
to coherent rotation and/or domain wall motion) can be driven to saturation in low 
applied fields (often approaching the demagnetizing field). Under these conditions the 
Hopkinson peak is shifted downward in temperature and is suppressed in amplitude, 
thus enabling the emerging critical peak structure to be resolved. That such structure is 
not evident below 1.5 mT in FeZr provides indirect evidence for an anisotropy mech- 
anism which prevents technical saturation from being attained at low fields. Indeed, the 
differences between the measured response and model predictions evident below the 
cross-over line in figures 2(a) and 2(6) is a direct indication of the effects of the non- 
saturated regular contribution. Furthermore, the recent report of a non-vanishing spon- 
taneous resistive anisotropy (SRA) in FeZr below T, I511 strongly suggests that this 
anisotropy arises from spin-orbit coupling. 

As a corollary it should be stated that the present estimates may thus still not 
represent the true asymptotic value for 6(h+ 0) in spite of the low field nature of the 
present measurements. 

(iii) Thepossibihy that the 11 at.% Zr sample displays an effective exponent which 
increasesas the internal fielddecreases (the dataon thisspecimen displayslightcurvature 
just beyond the limits of experimental uncertainty) could be explained in two ways. 
Effective 6* valueswhichdecrease with increasing field have been reported for anumber 

t 6 values near 5 result in a very rapid decrease in ,y,(H,, TJ with increasing field, so that susceptibility peak 
amplitudes in fields ( p a a )  beyond about 20mT are too diffuse to measure uzith certainty in the present 
susceptometer. 
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of systems in which the exchange bond distribution fluctuates about a non-zero mean 
[48]. Such behaviour is predicted by model calculations [47] for systems in which the 
ratio q = Y&of the first to second moment of this distribution is not infinite; further- 
more, while the asymptotic 6 value in this model remains unchanged, the effective 
exponent exhibits a progressively more marked reduction with increasing field as the 
ratio q declines towardsunity and the limit ofstabilityof the ferromagneticgroundstate 
is approached. If this were the case in FeZr, not only would its influence more likely be 
seen at lower rather than higher Zr concentration (judging by the proposed phase 
diagram [ 1.2]), but one might also expect its effects to be revealed by measurements at 
higher fields [41; neither expectation agreeswith experimentalobservations. The second. 
more plausible, explanation is based on spin-orbit effects; the latter could result in a 
significant, non-critical low field contribution to the response which would produce an 
apparent enhancement of such data. 

3.3.2. The critical temperature T<, and fhe exponents y and ,B. In a number of soft 
ferromagnetic materials, it has been possible to examine the predictions of equation (4) 
in detail using double logarithmic plotsof f, against Hi and thusobtain reliable estimates 
for T,, y and p [37,50]. For FeZr the presence of spin-orbit coupling complicates such 
an analysis through its influence on the field-dependence of the Hopkinson maximum; 
not onlydoessuchcouplingobscure theemergingcriticalpeakat low field (whichcurtails 
the field range over which double log plots can be implemented), but it  also introduces 
increasing uncertainty in the critical peak temperature T, through peak broadening 
effectst (such uncertainty is quite marked on a logarithmic scale as t,,,- 0 (T,+ T,)). 
These restrictions preclude a direct evaluation of p and yfrom the field dependence of 
the cross-over line (although y can still be evaluated separately from the zero-field 
susceptibility), and simply admit ademonstration (figure4) that these data are consistent 
withexponent vzluesclose to thoscpredicted for the isotropic3D Heisenberg model [6]. 
Asimilar situation was reported recently for PdNi [ S O ]  in which the Ni impurity is known 
to carry an orbital moment. 

Despite such complications, T, values can be estimated with reasonable precision 
from such data, and these are also listed in table 1; they are,,clqse to several previous 
estimates obtained using conventional approaches on specimens of comparable nominal 
composition. 

3.3.3. The e~ec t iue~~cep t ib i l i f y  exponent y* (T) .  The susceptibility exponent y is most 
often estimated-nce T, has been identified-from double logarithmicplotsof ~ ~ ( 0 ,  T )  
against t .  I n  disorderedsystemsingeneral, and in FeZrin particular, it is welldocumented 
[8.44,49] that the true asymptotic susceptibility exponent value can only be established 
from data acquired close to T,. Furthermore, the effective Kouvel-Fisher exponent [7] 

(7) 

is known to display a characteristic maximum above T,. Figure 5 ,  which typifies current 
data, confirms that this same general behaviour is also present in the samples used here. 

t The presence 01 anisotropy associated with spin-orbit coupling results in a less rapid suppression of the 
Hopkinson maximum with increasing field. This causes the temperature derivative of the response to reverse 
quite rapidly just below T,, consequently the associated critical peaks appear rather broad as can be seen by 
compa"ngfiguresZ(o) and 2(b).  
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Figure 4. Plots of the temperature of the cross. 
over line (in reduced units) against the internal 
field p.H, (in m'l) on a double logarithmic scale 
for the 10 and 11 at.% Zr specimens. The lines 
drawn have a slope corresponding to y t i3 = 
1.75. 
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Figure 5. The effective Kouvel-Fisher suscep- 
tibility exponent y * ( T )  plotted against the 
reduced temperatureforthe lOat.%Zralloy, 

However, one important difference in the present data is that y*(Q approaches the 
isotropic 3D Heisenberg model value near I = below this temperature y*(Q 
appears to fall to lower values. This is a direct consequence of the behaviour discussed 
in section 3.2; the failure of the measured response to approach the demagnetization 
limit means that y*(Q must fall to very low values sufficiently close to T,. In the present 
system thisisattributed to anisotropy effects (which prevent the true susceptibilityfrom 
diverging) associated with spin-orbit coupling; these effects become evident here due 
to the use of samples with very small demagnetizing factors, as demonstrated recently 
for crystalline systems with orbital components in the moment [48]. 

In summary, it has been demonstrated that the higher temperature transition in 
potentially re-entrant FeZr is a ferromagnetic one, being characterized by asymptotic 
exponent values consistent with theoretical predictions for the isotropic 3D Heisenberg 
model, although complicating effects associated with an anisotropy (most probably 
spin-orbit coupling) are evident. 

3.4. The lower candidate transition 

Following the discussion of section 3.1, a detailed investigation of the field dependence 
of the susceptibility as a function of temperature has been carried out, as summarized 
in figure 6. This figure demonstrates that there is no second (or third) peak in &(H, T)  
inthevicinityof TDasfoundinAuFe[52]andNiMn[42] andalsoreportedforthissystem 
at larger driving fields [ll]. From such data the coefficient of the leadingt non-linear 

t Symmetryconsiderations dictate this is an H' term in the supposedspin-glass phase. but in the intermediate 
ferromagnetic phase the presenceof a spontaneous magnetization breaks thissymmetry [19]. This isdiscussed 
further in section 3.5. 
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Temperature It3 

Figure 6. The true susceptibility ,y,(H,, T )  (in J T-' kg-') 
ior the 8 a1.70 ZT sample plotted against temperature in 
the vicinity of the re.entrdnt transition temperature; the 
various static biasing fields pJi, (in mT) are displayed 
against the appropriate curve. 
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Figure 7. The true susceptibility ,y,(H,, T) 
(in J T-' kp') of the 9 at.% 21 sample 
plotted against the square of the internal 
field pdiL (in mT) at various fixed tem- 
peratures (shown againsl each line); the 
initial slopes of these lines yield a2(T) .  

I poH,  I m T l I '  

term(a,(T)) in theresponseisfound byplottingthesusceptibilityagainst H'at anumber 
of temperatures. as shown in figure 7. 

Figure 8 summarizes the temperature dependence of a,(T) in the 8 and 9 at.% 
samples on which detailed studies were carried out. This figure enables the following 
points to be made. 

(i) Inboth samplesa non-divergent anomaly in the temperaturedependent amplitude 
of this leading non-linear term is evident at low temperature. 

(ii) While the temperature at which az (T)  peaks is more clearly defined inthe 9 at.% 
sample, in the 8 at ,% specimen this maximum at 70 -C 10 K agrees well with the recent 
Mossbauer determination of Txy = 76 i 3 K. There is. of course, considerable exper- 
imental uncertainty associated with both sets of measurements, but these features are 
sufficiently consistent not to be dismissed as simply fortuitous. In this respect, it would 
be particularly interesting to compare the temperature of 36 -C 3 K for the maximum in 
a,(T) for the 9 at.% sample with careful Mossbauer measurements in a field. Current 
estimates for Txy at this composition occur at higher temperatures [l], but these might 
be revised downward, as at 8 at.% [l, 21. 

(E)  The observed anomaly in a2(T) ,  though distinct, is clearly not divergent and 
hence is rather weaker than Ising model predictions. Divergent non-linear anomalies 
provide the principal support for characterizing the direct paramagneticspin glass 
transition as critical [U, 28,301. Here, however, the dynamic naturet of the measure- 
mentsmay impose limitations in addition to the complicationsassociated with transverse 

t Estimates as large as 11 for T V  in spin-glasses [53] indicate that finite frequency measurements are affected 
to a much higher degree by the effects of critical slowingdown in them, compared with ferromagnets. 
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Figure 8. The coefficient ni(7') (in J T-4 kg-') of 
the H' term in the susceptibility (deduced from 
plots similar to those shown in figure 7) plolted 
against temperarure (in I<) for 8 at.% Zr (upper 
data)and9at.% Zr(lowerdala). 

spin freezing which might couple only weakly to the longitudinal response [54] (a feature 
which is not considered by king models). 

(iv) Despite the absence of a further peak in the vicinity of T, predicted by king 
models, it is, nevertheless, possible to compare the magnitude of the field dependent 
susceptibility at TD, &(H, To), with that measured in the same field H at the ferro- 
magnetic peak h , ( H ,  T,)-at the cross-over line). As can be seen from data in figures 
2(a),  3 , 6  and 7 ,  ,y,(H, T,) > x t (H ,  T,), in agreement with model predictions [19]. 

In summary, these experimental data display several features which are consistent 
with the presence of a second phase transition in this system. However, it must be 
reiterated that until predictions based on realistic three-dimensional models are avail- 
able such features cannot be regarded as definitive. 

3.5. The intermediate phase ( T ,  C T C T,) and the coeruiciry 

The suggestion that this second transition is just an artifact of measuring techniques 
which fail to correct appropriately for demagnetizing effects in the presence of a rapidly 
declining initial susceptibility (resulting from an exponentially increasing low-tem- 
peraturecoercivity), has been made on several occasions [16,17]. However, as is made 
clear in sections 3.2 and 3.3.1, careful corrections for demagnetizing effects have been 
attempted; furthermore, due to the choice of sample geometry which minimizes such 
constraints, the corresponding corrections near TD amount to no more than a few 
percent. 

It is certainly true though that coercivity effects are present in the FeZr system below 
T,. The influence of the latter and of the predicted 'symmetry breaking' due to the 
presence of a non-vanishing spontaneous magnetization in the intermediatet phase 

t In king models the spontaneous magnetization vanishes at T0(TJ and so the leading non-linear term in 
the response isa,(T)Hi. F o r l ~  modelsin whichm,, # 0. qL # 0 below Tc, but qr  # 0 below T,?, the restoration 
of thissymmetry below T, is not obvious, although it is supported by the experimental data (see figure 7). 
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Figure 9. The measured susceptibility xm(HA, 
77 K) (in J T-? kg-') at  77 K plotted against the 
applied fieldp,flL(in mT1; the Zrmmpoaition is 
marked against the corresponding data. 

Figure I O .  The mc'h,ured(ozcpt.h..,l) 7 ,(H.. 
(inJT.!kg.')lorthe l O a r  ctZrrpccimenplotrcd 
against rheappl ,edReld~~.~ . ( in  m T l a t  I 2 Kand 
1.6 K Thr  1erl.caI arrous Indfcdrc the maxima In 
y . ~  H.. T) (deduced from plots on an cnlargcd 
x d c )  from uhich the c o c r c m  field H :  is crri- 
mared 

(TD C T C  T,) has been investigated by measuring zm(H, 7') as the field is swept at 
variousfixed temperatures. Theresultsofsweeps to *40 mTat 77 Kfor the foursamples 
investigated are shown in figure 9 (the slight hysteresis present, discussed below, has 
been suppressed for clarity). These data indicate that in the gat .% sample the initial 
(low field) susceptibility is compatible with an H 2  variation as might be anticipated since 
thesweepwasperformedatorjust below T,.Inthe lOandl l  at.%specimenstheinitial 
field dependence is approximately linear, in agreement with Ising model predictions for 
the intermediate phase with a symmetry breaking spontaneous magnetization [19]. By 
contrast in the 9 at.% alloy the initial field dependence resembles some inuerse power 
of the field. The latter is not predicted by any model, although similar behaviour has 
beenobservedrecentlyinNiMn[42,55];it might, however,originatefromsomeunusual 
low field process involving domain wall motion. Indeed, the possible influence of the 
latteronthebehaviouronany of thesesamplesin theintermediatephase (Try C T S  T,) 
is not well catalogued. 

Figure 10 reproduces (on an enlarged scale) the very low field behaviour observed 
during field sweeps; these so-called 'butterfly loops' [39] enable the coercive field to be 
estimated directly from the separation evident between the two maxima. As reported 
previously for FeZr samples of comparable composition 11,171 the coercivity in all the 
specimens investigated increases with decreasing temperature and with decreasing Zr 
concentration; however, it should be emphasized that even at 77 K the coercivity is at 
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least an order of magnitude larger than the AC driving field of 5 pT. It is consequently 
very unlikely that the anomalies observed near the proposed Txy (and below 77 K) can 
be linked to such a mechanism. 

4. Summary and conclusions 

Measurements of the field and temperature dependent AC susceptibility of a number of 
FeZr glasses confirm the presence of a paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition at 
higher temperatures, with near Heisenberglike exponents. Some complications due to 
the presence of anisotropy (most likely spin-orbit coupling) are also revealed. 

At lower temperatures the leading term in thenon-linearresponse isshown toexhibit 
a distinct (though clearly not divergent) anomaly: the temperature at which the latter 
occurs (70 i: 10 K) is in good agreement with a recent Mossbauer determination of the 
temperature ( Txy = 76 2 3 K) at which transverse spin freezing occurs (in the 8 at.% Zr 
sample). These susceptibility data thus support the possibility of a second 're-entrant' 
transition in this system. 
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